
PRIVATE NUISANCE – occurs when one harms another by affecting their enjoyment of the land.1 

1. Unreasonable Interference – so inconvenient that it materially interferes with the ordinary comfort of enjoyment of land.2 That 

interference must be substantial and not trivial.3 Material damage is automatically unreasonable.4 But an undue sensitivity such as 

hyper sensitive paper is not unreasonable.5 Certain factors are considered: 

1.1. Balance – between the D’s right to liberty to do things, and P’s right to enjoyment of land.6 

1.2. Location – Consider the reasonableness of the interference within the nature and characteristic of the neighbourhood.7 

1.3. Extent – The higher the intensity the more likely the wrongdoing is unreasonable.8 

1.4. Temporal factors – are all used to test reasonableness.9  

1.5. Malice – will usually infer unreasonableness.10 

2. Interest Capable of Being protected –11 Such as ordinary use and enjoyment of land through occupation.12 Or the interest of free 

access to one’s own land.13 TV signals not an interest capable of being protected.14 View onto P’s land is not capable of being 

protected.15 View from P’s land may be.16 Morally offensive land use.17  

3. Title to Sue – Exclusive possession as in lessors18 or owners19. Licensee is unclear, UK at first was a yes20 that was applied in Aus21 

now it’s a no in UK22 so Aus law is unsettled. 

4. Appropriate Defendant – must be sued.23 Only creators of the nuisance will be liable,24 but so will those who know of and do 

nothing to prevent i.e. adopt the nusiance.25 Occupiers can be liable for 3rd parties’ nuisance.26 Some degree of personal 

responsibility is required (Sedleigh-Denfield) as adopted in Elston v Dorse but not sure what degree is required. 

5. Defences – Such as statutory authority allowing for the nuisance.27 Coming to a nuisance is not a defence.28 Prescription.29 

 

6. PUBLIC NUISANCE – is same as private but concerned with a class of people.30 A-G can sue and grants members of public right 

to sue.31 And who is liable is same as private nuisance. 

NUISANCE REMEDIES – Physical damage as below(Esso). Uitility; loss in value (Hunter v Wharf). Injunction (Onus v Telstra). 

 

 

                                                 

1 Hargrave - 100 ft gum tree struck by lightning. D cut it down and failed to douse it with water. Was liable in neg for the subsequent fire 
2 Walter v Selfe - burning bricks in residential area 
3 Munro v Southern Dairies. 
4 Halsey v Esso 
5 Robinson v Kilvert – heat from downstairs manufacturing damaged sensitive brown paper. (D happened to be landlord) 
6 Sedliegh-Denfield – ditch made by council was adopted by D 
7 Sturges v Bridgeman - Doctor moved next door to confectionary manufacturer. Doctor unsuccesfully sued for nuisance to the small shed he built right 

beside the fence over which the D operated mortar and pestle etc 
8 Feiner – smelly mushrooms case. 
9 Seidler v Luna Park - RC made noise every 3 minutes inc screaming beside office building. Injunction to not operate between work hours of office. 
10 Hollywood Silver Fox - D maliciously shot blank rounds near silver fox breeding pen to get P to take down a sign on their own property 
11 Hargrave - 100 ft gum tree struck by lightning. D cut it down and failed to douse it with water. Was liable in neg for the subsequent fire 
12 Halsey – for use of living there including not having smell and noise; Wherry v KB – occupation for business; Fennell – occupation without noise. 
13 Deasy v Monrest - P’s did not own carpark, D’s customers caused nuisance on the carpark. P successful despite being licensee; Toll Transport the 

picketing case. 
14 Canary Wharf 
15 Victoria Park Racing - D built balcony and overlooked raceway 
16 Bank of NZ v Greenwood - NZ case where light reflecting off of a window was a nusiance. 
17 Thompson; Robson v Leischke. – Ironbark tree fell in a storm onto neighbours house causing surmountable damage. 
18 Robinson v Kilvert 
19 Halsey; Oldham v Leason. 
20 Kharasandjan v Bush (1993) - P was being harrased by D calling at P’s residence. She lived with parents. 
21 Deasy v Monrest (1996) - P’s did not own carpark, D’s customers caused nuisance on the carpark. P successful despite being licensee. 
22 Canary Wharf;  
23 Gales Holding 
24 Fennell - Contractor excavator working on land was creator of nuisance and so liable 
25 Torette House 
26 Dejager v Payneham - D rented out its hall for parties etc. ‘special danger of nusiance’ so liable. 
27 Gates; York Bros; Southern Property – Act must allow the nuisance not just the conduct, and be construed strictly. 
28 Sturges v Bridgeman - Doctor moved next door to confectionary manufacturer. Doctor unsuccessfully sued for nuisance to the small shed he built right 

beside the fence over which the D operated mortar and pestle etc 
29Gales Holding can construe interference as reasonable if been allowed by P for long time. Easement on land for the conduct. 
30 Harper 
31 Aust Cath Bishops (2002). 



NEGLIGENCE is a legal (A) duty to take care and (B) breach of that duty (C) causing damage.32 Physical harm, property loss, 

consequential economic less (recoverable under s 3). A D will be liable where the law imposes a duty to take reasonable care to 

prevent a certain kind of harm to the P.33 If P is dead, next of kin can bring action on behalf.34 

1. DUTY OF CARE – is an element of negligence and ‘the rule that you are to love your neighbour becomes in law, you must not 

injure your neighbour’.35 Neighbours is foreseeable test adopted in Aus Mills and Chapman v Hearse. CLA did not modify 

DOC.36 Mental harm, pure economic loss has special rules.  

1.1. Established Categories 

1.1.1. Road users DOC to every road user, persons, and property adjacent.37  RC to avoid foreseeable risk to other road users.38 

1.1.2. Schools owe non-delegable DOC to students to “take all reasonable care to provide suitable and safe premises. The standard of 

care must consider the well-known mischievous propensities of children, especially in relation to attractions and lures with 

obvious or latent hazards.”39 Includes before school commences40 and while off grounds at a retreat outside normal hours.41 

1.1.3. Parents owe a duty to children to exercise RC to not expose child to foreseeable harm so long as it is a particular relationship.42 

Owe a duty to third party to prevent intentional damage and engaging in conduct creating unreasonable risk of injury43 by 

negligence of child, if in the circumstances the duty should be imposed.44 Children have a lower standard of care to others.45 

1.1.4. Medical Prof46  owe to patients extends to examination, diagnosis, and treatment standard reasonable and common at time.47 

1.1.5. Legal Practitioners Solicitors owe a duty of care to clients to take reasonable care and skill when giving advice.48 

1.1.6. Employers owe a non-delegable duty to their employees.49 

1.1.7. Rescuers are owed a duty of care by the person who created the danger.50 

1.1.8. Occupiers51 of some premises52 owe a duty of care to lawful53 entrants.54 The duty is to take reasonable care to see that the P 

will not suffer injury from dangers due to the state of, or some act done, or omitted to be done on, the premises.55 Position is 

unsettled – but can just do regular negligence method.56 N.B for breach look to the factors in OLA.57 

1.2. Non-Delegable Duties – means the delegator must ensure the delegate takes care in certain relationships.58 The delegate’s 

conduct was negligence in of itself, then; falls into hospital to patient,59 or employers’ employees,60 or schools to students.61 The 

delegator is liable for the tort of the delegate. 

                                                 

32 Lochgelly v McMullan -  
33 Sullivan v Moody -  
34 Fatal Accidents Act 1959 (WA) ss 4, 6. 
35 Donoghue v Stevenson – slug in the bottle – Donoghue’s DOC principle was adopted by HCA in Grant v Aus Knitting. 
36 Adeels - Adeels was D holding a function. Follwoing a dispute, 3rd party went and got gun, came back and shot the two P’s. Sued D for filing to have 

adequate security measures. But for more security would the 3rd party have still shot them? Yes. 
37 Imbree v McNeilly – P was supervising L driver, car rolled, and D driver was held liable for P’s spinal injury. 
38 Davies v Tomkins 
39 Cth v Introvigne – 15 year old, one of 900 in playground with one teacher on duty. Began to swing on flag pole, suffered injury when it fell, failure was to 

have appropriate supervision or rule against climbing the pole. 
40 Geyer v Downs – Student suffered injury when hit by a fellow pupil with a softball bat. Lack of supervision made school liable for the injuries even 

though it was at 8.50 and school started at 9. 
41 Gugiatti v Servite  – Year 11 on retreat in woods, injured when they went for a walk which teachers allowed unsupervised. Succeeded in negligence 
42 Hahn v Conley – Grandfather owed DOC to granddaughter because relationship was that she was under his care, not legal status of the relationship 
43 Smith v Leurs – child caused injury to P using a toy, parents not liable as they told the child not to do the thing outside and unsupervised etc. 
44 McHale v Watson – 12 year old D threw a metal rod but not liable for the injury to P as he didn’t know dangerous given his age. 
45 Ibid 
46 defined in s5PA to be the definitions found in ‘professional’ acts and any other discipline or profession practising in the health area which applies a body 

of learning 
47 Rogers v Whitaker – D was not warned by P of the potential risk of eye surgery which was 5% risk of losing sight in the eye. Doctor needs to warn if R.P 

would attach significance to the risk as per s 5PB(2) 
48 Hawkins v Clayton - D solicitors didn’t notify executor of will until 6 years after death which allowed the house to fall into disrepair 
49 Kondis v Transport Authority – Kondis worked for D when independent contractor dropped object and injured him. 
50 Videan v British Transport – Owes duty to entrant in respect of occupier’s own actions but entitled to farm lands, operate quarries and factories, run 

express trains at full speed through stations, fell trees and fire shots etc. 
51 Meaning a person in control of a premises – OLA s 2. 
52 Meaning land including structures on the land OLA s 2. 
53 OLA s 5(3) excludes people who are commissioning an offence punishable by imprisonment. 
54 Safeways v Zaluzna – it was raining outside when Z went into Sa’s store and slipped. Duty owed because of entrant etc. 
55 OLA s 5(1). 
56 Department of Housing v Smith [2010] - P rented prop from D. P, 70, tripped on slight depression in lawn. Reas P wouldn’t have filled in the slight indent 

as harm was not foreseeable. 
57 OLA s 5(4) – (a) gravity + likelihood of probable injury; (b) circumstances of entry; (c) nature of the premises; (d) knowledge of the occupier has or ought 

to have re property or persons; (e) the age of the entrant; (f) the P’s objective appreciation of dangers; (g) burden on occupier. 



                                                                                                                                                                                              

58 Kondis - was working for D nd was hit by an object dropped by an ind contractor. D’s DOC non-delegable 
59 Ellis - doc exists because P patient relies on D hospital to ensure care is taken etc. 
60 Kondis - was working for D and was hit by an object dropped by an ind contractor. D’s DOC non-delegable 
61 Introvigne – above n 8 


